Overview

The Cloverbook Pro is an advanced electronic magnifier that offers near view, far view, self view, full page OCR/TTS and touchscreen control options. Great for students and professionals, Cloverbook Pro is your productivity companion.

With its foldable design and generous 12.5” screen, Cloverbook Pro is easy to carry but effective for those larger reading tasks that you need to do. If your eyes get tired, the Cloverbook Pro will read text aloud to you!
Cloverbook Pro

Features

• 12.5-inch FHD (1080p) matte touchscreen
• 4K (60fps) camera resolution for reading (1x-60x)
• Discreet, fold-out camera for distance/self-viewing (1x-18x)
• Scan & read/OCR – Full letter-sized page
• Light, portable and foldable – carry case included
• Choice to use traditional tactile controls or touchscreen
• Split-screen viewing – simultaneous view of both cameras!
• Live panning – explore live, zoomed images without moving the device
• Connects to a TV for larger viewing
• Photo mode and 16 high contrast modes
• Continuous use up to 3 hours – user rechargeable battery
• Fold-out, integrated stand provides a proper angle for reading

Cloverbook Pro — YCLVRPRO — $2995
Second Screen — YCLVRSCR — $349